This article analyses aspects of the greater use of coordination in Modern Standard Arabic as compared to English, illustrating this through Arabic>English translation. It argues that Arabic 'favours' coordination linguistically, textually and rhetorically, as follows: 1. The linguistic resources of Arabic favour coordination while those of English favour subordination -whether these are lexical (Arabic wa-and fa-vs. English 'and'), or semantic (the possibility of backgrounding coordinated clauses in Arabic compared to the marginality of backgrounded coordinated clauses in English); 2. Accompanying Arabic textual norms, e.g. (near-)synonym repetition and chained coordination, favour coordination while those of English favour subordination; 3. Further associated 'rhetorical semantic' uses of coordination are found in Arabic, e.g. hyperonym-hyponym repetition and associative repetition, which do not exist in English; 4. These extended usages further entrench coordination as a norm in Arabic as compared to English.
Coordination vs. subordination
In traditional English grammar, coordination is contrasted with subordination -typically involving subordinating conjunctions (e.g. Cristofaro 2003) , the most important of which are 'and', 'but' and 'or'. Thus, in 'They stopped the car, and they bought petrol', the two main clauses are linked by the coordinating conjunction 'and'. This can be compared with 'They stopped the car in order to buy petrol', where the main clause 'They stopped the car' is linked to the subordinate clause 'buy petrol' by the subordinating conjunction 'in order to'.
In Arabic as well, subordination of clauses may be contrasted with coordination. The most basic coordinating conjunctions in Standard Arabic are wa-'and' (when not used in a subordinating circumstantial, i.e. / l, construction; cf. Holes 2004: 266, 270-271) , fa-'and/so', umma 'then', and aw 'or' (cf. Dickins and Watson 1999: 571-6) . All other conjunctions (including wa-when used in a / l-construction) are subordinating. Thus in awqaf al-sayy ra li-yaštar al-banz n 'They stopped the car in order to buy petrol', li 'to' is a subordinating conjunction, and li-yaštar al-banz n 'to [they] ~buy petrol' is a subordinate clause. In awqaf al-sayy ra fa-štar al-banz n 'they stopped the car and/so they bought petrol', by contrast, fa-'and/so' is a coordinating conjunction and awqaf al-sayy ra 'they stopped the car' and fa-štar al-banz n 'and/so they bought petrol' are both main clauses. (Badawi, Carter and Gully (2004: 587) argue that fa-in this usage, what they call 'causal fa-', is a subordinating conjunction. From the current perspective, this is not the case syntactically, though as discussed in Section 3.1, material in the clause introduced by fa-may be backgrounded, in which case fa-can be regarded as 'communicatively subordinating'.)
Coordinators link words and phrases of different types in both Arabic and English: e.g. nominal 'I saw }a cat and a mouse{' { { ra'aytu {qi wa-fa'r}; adjectival 'The sea was }blue and beautiful{' { { k n al-ba r {azraq wa-jam l}; verbal 'They }laughed and sang{' a ik wa-annaw; clausal 'They laughed and we sang' a ik wa-annayn ; sentential 'They laughed. And we sang.' a ik . waannayn . .
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Previous studies contrasting coordination in English and Modern Standard Arabic include Hamdan and Fareh (1999) , Othman (2004) , Saeed and Fareh (2006) , Fareh (2006) , and Alharthi (2010: 279) . These show a greater tendency for Arabic to use coordination than English, although the last also shows Arabic editorials to use more interclausal subordination than English ones, English making greater use than Arabic of single-clause sentences (Altharthi 2010, 279) . A number of these studies, e.g. Othman (2004) , point out that fairly dense use of interclausal subordination is a feature of formal English, while coordination is more typically informal, and that this contrasts with Arabic where dense use of interclausal coordination is a feature of even very formal texts.
Diachronic and dialectal dimensions should also be noted. Classical Arabic (i.e. the premodern version of Standard Arabic) makes dense use of the basic coordinators wa-'and', fa-'and/so', and umma 'then' (without any further elements) for both interclausal and other connection. See the analysis of a passage from the Muqaddimah ('Prolegomena') of Ibn Khaldun ( ) in Holes (2004: 273-274) , discussed in relation to Arabic>English translation in Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (2016a: 178-179) .
By contrast, Modern Standard Arabic uses a variety of interclausal connector styles. Some writing in Modern Standard Arabic follows the Classical Arabic pattern of dense use of the basic coordinators wa-'and', fa-'and/so', umma 'then' without any further elements. This may occur when the writer wishes to adopt a rather Classical-sounding style, but is also frequent in genres such as prose fiction whether of a literary or more informal nature.
Some writers, particularly in technical genres, make dense use of wa-'and', fa-'and/so', and to a lesser extent umma 'then', combined with additional elements expressing a more precise relationship than the range of meanings covered by the basic coordinator. Thus, one finds compound linking forms such as wa-al watan al lik 'and in addition to that', in which the traditional connector wa-is combined with the apparently English- 
Objectives, material and method
While general register issues, as discussed in the previous section, play an important role in differences in the frequency of coordination (and subordination) in English and Arabic, this article highlights other factors which are also of importance. Although the article derives partly from my previous work, the synthesis of the elements is new, as are some of the examples and analyses. Through this synthesis, I seek to demonstrate the value of comparing languages through translation taking several linguistic angles into account.
The data comes largely from Arabic texts originally used in relation to teaching Arabic or Arabic-English translation. To make references to the data maximally concise, I have listed all data-sources in an Appendix, giving each a category and a number ('Data-source A1', 'Data-source A2', etc; see Appendix), which I shall use when referring to texts in the body of the article. All Data-Sources are reproduced in Higgins (2016a and 2016b) , with the exception of Data-Source E7.
This article is corpus-based in that it draws on a group of texts. The overall corpus for the article from which all Data-Sources come, apart from Data-Source E7, is the totality of the texts found in Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (2016a) , since all these texts were analysed for the phenomena examined in sections 3.1-5.2. These texts do not constitute a balanced corpus (i.e. they are not representative within a particular sampling frame), and the number of texts is not large enough to draw statistical generalisations. However, none of the extracts was originally selected to illustrate the points which it does in this article, these points 'emerging' via translations and related work on the data. There is, therefore, a random-type element to the data. At the end of sections 3.1, 4.1, 4.2.2, 5.1 and 5.2, I consider the genres in my data in which the different phenomena discussed in the section occur. Throughout the article I have used translations which I deem to be idiomatic (i.e. 'natural-sounding', etc.), except where the translation is explicitly designated 'literal' or 'fairly literal', and by implication, not idiomatic.
Taking translations, some of which are one's own, and declaring them to be idiomatic has potential problems, the most important being: i. whether the translations are in fact idiomatic, and ii. whether a more literal translation would also be idiomatic. Accordingly, the reader (assuming he or she is a native English speaker) is asked to have recourse to his/her intuitions to determine whether a particular translation is in fact idiomatic, and to check, where appropriate, that a more literal translation would not be idiomatic.
The current article is exploratory, rather than categorical. For more categorical results, the study would have to reduce the role of intuition, on both the readers' and writer's part. This could be done by analyzing two corpora: (i) a parallel corpus of Arabic STs and corresponding English TTs, where all examples of the translation-related issues identified in this article were identified and analyzed; (ii) a corpus of corresponding original English texts where all linguistic forms relevant to the parallel Arabic-English corpus were analyzed. The two corpora could also be controlled for genre. Even here, problems might remain, e.g. it might prove difficult to identify and analyze all linguistic forms relevant to the ArabicEnglish parallel corpus in a corpus of corresponding original English texts. It might prove more practicable to test whether forms such as (near-)synonym repetition (Section 4.1), hyperonym-hyponym repetition (Section 5.1), and associative repetition (Section 5.2) occur in the English TTs of the Arabic-English parallel corpus, than to identify elements in the comparable original English corpus which could be said to correspond to Arabic (near-)synonym repetition, hyperonym-hyponym repetition and associative repetition. Almost certainly, it would prove impossible to eliminate intuition in such a study, there being some need to determine in both the STs and particularly TTs in the parallel corpus and the comparable English corpus whether particular forms are idiomatic.
Linguistic norms favouring coordination in Arabic
Arabic favours coordination linguistically as compared to English, in two ways: lexical and semantic. Lexically, Arabic has two 'and'-type coordinators wa-and fa-, with somewhat different ranges of meaning, while English has only one 'and'-coordinator.
Various writers have produced lists of functions of 'and' and other English coordinators. These functions are almost certainly not distinct senses of 'and' (etc.) , i.e. this is not a matter of polysemy. Rather, they are 'sub-senses' (Dickins 2014: 4, 9 ) of a single global sense of 'and', etc. shading into one another. In the case of 'and', we might term this global sense 'connectivity'. This suggests that 'and' and other coordinators do not have a fixed number of functions/sub-senses, but that any list is fairly ad hoc, and could be expanded or contracted according to the demands of the analysis at hand.
Perhaps the best known list of the functions of 'and' is that of Quirk et al. (1985: 930-932) , while various writers such as Fareh (1998) and Holes (2004: 267-272) provide lists for the functions of the Arabic coordinators wa-and fa-. Table 1 , derived from the table in Dendenne (2010: 6) and drawing particularly on Quirk et al (1985) and Saeed and Fareh (2006) , lists the functions of 'and', wa-and fa-. ' (Quirk et al. 1985: 932) , and similarity of content by 'A trade agreement should be no problem, and (similarly) a cultural exchange could be easily arranged ' (Quirk et al. 1985: 932) 
Contrast
This is also termed 'contrast', and is illustrated by 'Robert is secretive and (in contrast) David is candid ' (Quirk et al. 1985: 931) .
Concession
This is also termed 'concession', and is exemplified by 'She worked hard and (yet) she failed ' (Quirk et al. 1985: 931) .
Comment
This is also termed 'comment or explanation', and is exemplified by 'They disliked John -and that's not surprising in view of his behaviour ' (Quirk et al. 1985: 932) .
Simultaneity
This is not included in Quirk et al.'s list of the functions of 'and', but is found in Holes (2004: 268) . An English example is 'They eat and drink' (both actions taking place at the same time).
Reason
This indicates cause of (prior reason for) something happening. An example from Arabic with fa-(since this does not occur with English 'and') is l tabki fa-'inna l-buk ' a f 'Don't cry because crying is a weakness' (Saeed and Fareh 2006: 28) .
Result
This is also termed 'consequence', an example being 'He heard and explosion and he (therefore) phoned the police' (Quirk et al. 1985: 930) .
Sequence
This is also termed 'sequence', and is illustrated by 'I washed the dishes and (then) I dried them ' (Quirk at al. 1985: 930) .
Explanation
The clause following the connector 'offers an explanation/illustration of the one that precedes it' an example being hun ka ax ' t r xiyya f musalsal umar al-xayy m fa-tiy l al-malik k n a n-an' wa laysa bi 
Resumption
'Resumption' involves simply signalling 'topic continuity' (Dendenne 2010: 39) . In Arabic, this is typically done using wa-, frequently at the start of sentences and even paragraphs (Holes 2004: 267) . In formal written English, by contrast, intersentential linkage ('coordination', in an extended sense; cf. Dickins 2010a: 1089) very rarely involves sentence-initial 'and'.
Arabic thus has more lexical resources -two basic coordinators, wa-and fa-, compared to the one basic coordinator, 'and', in English -with more varied meaning possibilities .
Arabic also makes extensive use of intersentential syndetic coordination, while formal English almost never has intersentential syndetic linkage.
Coordination and 'grounding'
This section summarises some of the ideas in Dickins (2010a) . While none of the examples discussed are new, the analysis of the data sources in terms of genre is.
Tomlin distinguishes between foreground and background information: "Foreground information is information which is more important, or significant, or central to the narrative. Background information serves to elaborate or enrich foreground information" (Tomlin, 1987: 87) . Foreground information is important for subsequent text development, while background information has only local significance. Thus, background information is information which is not presented as significant for later information in the text, while foreground information is information which is presented as significant for later information in the text.
Main clauses in English typically present foreground information, while subordinating elements -including adverbial subordinate clauses -present background information (for limitations on this, see Sekine 1996; also Dickins 2010a). Similar ideas are found in various approaches to discourse, such as Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (Asher and Vieu 2005) and Rhetorical Structure Theory (Mann and Thompson 1988) , some employing the terms "foreground" (plus derivations) and "background" (plus derivations), others using other terminology. For various approaches, see Ramm and Fabricius-Hansen (2005) .
English coordinated clauses are virtually always foregrounded (Sekine 1996: 25-42) . Therefore in 'They went out, and we smiled', both coordinate clauses ('They went out' and 'we smiled') are foregrounded. In Arabic, however, coordinate clauses are more open to different grounding interpretations, and main clauses in coordinate structures may be backgrounded (cf. Dickins 2010a: 1112-1118). The following is taken from the start of DataSource A1. Like all translations in this article, unless otherwise stated, the English translation is by myself.
1.
1.1 ST } { .
Fairly literal TT
Children are born, {fa-and/so} they greet life with screaming, this is well known. But it is told that Zein -and this is on the authority of his mother and the women who attended his birth -when he first touched the ground, he exploded laughing.
Idiomatic TT
{When} children are born, they greet life with a scream; this is well known. However, according to his mother and the women who attended his birth, as soon as Zein came into the world he burst out laughing.
Here, the Arabic uses the coordinating conjunction fa-'so/and' to link the two phrases y lad al-a f l ('children are born') and yastaqbil n al-ay bi-alar x ('they greet life with screaming'). On the basis that coordinating conjunctions typically present the information given by the relevant clauses as equally foregrounded, one might expect the translation to read something like: 'Children are born, and they greet life with a scream'. This, however, sounds rhetorically marked in English, because the structure accords major, foregrounded, status to the information in the first clause. Thus, the notion that children are born is obvious: an author (or translator) might want to use this formulation in the translation if he or she were deliberately 'shocking' the reader into re-examining this notion, according it fresh significance. A less striking effect is achieved through subordinating 'children are born', and introducing it with the subordinating conjunction 'When'. This illustrates the fact that Arabic fa-'so/and' can function not only to foreground what follows it, like English 'and', but also, unlike 'and', to background the conjoined clause preceding it. Arabic fa-thus has the capacity to function discoursally as a 'reverse subordinator', or 'superordinator'.
While the previous example illustrated the possibility of an Arabic coordinator foregrounding the second clause and backgrounding the first, there are also cases where the second coordinated clause is backgrounded rather than foregrounded, an example being found in Data-Source E1. For discussion, see Dickins (2010a Dickins ( : 1117 Dickins ( -1118 .
The material in this section has been taken from Data-Sources A1, a novella, and E1, a newspaper article. Other Data-Sources which display grounding issues are: Additional examples involving grounding differences between Arabic and English are given in Dickins (2010a).
As the above list shows, the grounding issues discussed in this section are found in a wide variety of texts in Modern Standard Arabic: fiction and non-fiction, news reports, scientific articles, tourism texts, and academic books, as well as neutral and strongly opinionated texts. It may be that grounding differences between English and Arabic are in fact 'pan-generic', occurring in texts of all kinds.
Textual norms favouring coordination in Arabic

(Near-)synonym repetition
This section partly summarises material in Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (2016a: 83-85) . By '(near-)synonym repetition' is meant the repetition of synonyms or near-synonyms, in a coordinating structure. While none of the examples discussed are new, the analysis of the data sources in terms of genre is.
(Near-)synonym repetition is fairly common in Arabic, but much more restricted in English. In Arabic, it is of two basic kinds: (i) where two words or phrases have closely related but distinguishable meanings, an example being al-istiq ' wa-al-ta l l 'investigation and analysis' (Data-Source E5); (ii) where words or phrases are fully synonymous or, at least in the context, there is no clear difference in meaning, an example being mustamirra mutaw ila in bi-ra mustamirra mutaw ila, literally 'in a continuing continuous manner' (Data-Source E6).
(Near-)synonym repetition may be syndetic (typically with wa-) or, in the case of adjectives in particular, but also occasionally elsewhere, asyndetic. A syndetic example is al-hamaj wa-l-barbar in al-sul k al-hamaj wa-al-barbar 'savage and barbaric behaviour' (Data-Source F4). An asyndetic example is jam l t an q t in , fatay t jam l t an q t literally 'pretty, elegant girls' (Data-Source A4). (For syndetic vs. asyndetic connection in Arabic, see also Dickins and Watson 1999: 47-49 ). Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (2016a: 83-85 ) suggest four typical translation techniques for translating Arabic (near-)synonym repetition into English.
2.1 Merging
The two Arabic elements are merged into one English element. An example is the translation of tad b r rima wa-q siya (literally 'severe/stern and severe/stern measures') (Data-Source F4) as 'severe measures' ( rima and q siya, both meaning 'severe'). Merging is likely to be appropriate where there is no obvious meaning difference (in the context) between the ST words.
Grammatical transposition
The grammatical category of at least one of the elements is shifted, subordinating it to another element. An example is ta allul alqiyam wa-al-axl qiyy t (literally 'the collapse of values and morals;
qiyam 'values' and axl qiyy t 'morals') (Data-Source B1; reproduced in Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2016a: 83) . This has been translated, by Ives, as 'the collapse of all moral values', the ST noun-doublet being replaced by an adjective-noun pair (the adjective being subordinated to the noun). This is likely to be appropriate where English offers an acceptable collocation involving a subordinating structure.
Semantic distancing
The two elements are made less similar in meaning in the TT than in the ST. An example is wa-k n man aru-h yudhišu-hu wa-yu hilu-hu (literally 'her appearance astonished/baffled and astonished/baffled' her) (DataSource A4; in Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2016a: 84), translated, by St John, as 'Her appearance had both astonished and alarmed him'. Here ST virtual synonyms are translated by semantically clearly distinct TT words. This is likely to be appropriate where English offers two words which are sufficiently semantically different from one another that the use of a doublet is perceived as giving two bits of separate information.
Maintenance
Both ST elements are kept in the TT. An example is inna min aqqi-ka alay-na al-a w-al-iqa al-k mila wa-al-ama'n na al-š mila wa-al h b ya n wa-had-n (literally 'Of your right against us is obedience, complete trust and total confidence, and on this we pledged and committed') (Data-Source B1; in Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2016a: 84-85) , translated by Calderbank as 'You have the right to our unquestioning obedience, complete trust and total confidence. This is the oath which we have taken and the pledge which we have made'. Maintenance is likely to be appropriate where the English has strong emotive force, and is also used in formulaic language.
The material in this section has been taken from Data-Sources: A4, a short story; B1 a polemical book; E5, a magazine article; E6, a magazine article; F4, a newspaper article.
Other Data-Sources which display (near-)synonym repetition are: A1 a novella (cf. Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2016b; Practical 9.3, Note 6). (Near-)synonym repetition occurs in a wide variety of Modern Standard Arabic texts: fiction and non-fiction, news reports, tourist texts, political tracts and academic books, as well as neutral and strongly opinionated texts. It thus seems to be fairly 'pan-generic'.
Listing and chained coordination
Listing
This section partly summarises aspects of Dickins (2010b) , although the English examples given here are not found in that article. Listing is defined as the coordination of two or more words or phrases (primarily nouns or noun-phrases), normally belonging to a relatively coherent semantic field (cf. Baker 2011: 16-18) . It is an extension of (near-)synonym repetition in two ways: it prototypically involves more than two entities, and it involves elements whose semantic relationship is looser than the elements in (near-)synonym repetition
The typical English pattern is asyndetic linkage between all except the last two list members: 'books and pens', 'books, pens and ink', 'books, pens, ink and paper'. The typical Arabic pattern is syndetic linkage with wa-'and' throughout; al-kutub wa-al-aql m 'books and pens', al-kutub wa-al-aql m wa-al-ibr 'books and pens and ink', etc. However, asyndetic linkage also occurs in Arabic listing, and has become more common in Modern Standard Arabic, apparently under the influence of French and English (cf. Badawi, Carter and Gully 2004: 539-541) , although it is also found in Classical Arabic (ibid.: 359). In origin, listing is a response to communicative demands: a list of goods one wants to buy from the supermarket is made for practical purposes, not for rhetorical or stylistic preference. However, listing may be used for rhetorical effect (Al Jubouri 1984: 105-6), in both English and Arabic.
The following illustrate various listing patterns in English and Arabic.
3.
3.1 Syndetic coordination throughout 3.1.1 English The trunks of the trees too were dusty {and} the leaves fell early that year {and} we saw the troops marching along the road (Hemingway 1929: 3) .
Arabic 3.1.2.1 ST
(Data-Source E9; cf. Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2016b; Practical 12.1, Note 26)
Fairly literal TT
These [people] kill in the name of God, {wa-and} arm, {wa-and} explode, {wa-and} slaughter, {wa-and} wash brains, {wa-and} break bones, {wa-and} forbid creativity also in the name of God.
Asyndetic coordination throughout
(Throughout this article, Ø marks asyndetic coordination.)
English
Refugees are like you -they have children, {Ø} they cry, {Ø} they laugh.
Arabic 3.2.2.1 ST
{Ø} {Ø} (Data-Source E7)
Fairly literal TT
Youth is a stage of life which is dear to the heart of man, {Ø}beloved to his heart, {Ø}near to his soul 
Youth is a stage of life which is dear to the heart of man, {Ø}beloved to his heart, {and} near to his soul Pattern 3.1 is the norm in Arabic, while 3.3 is the norm in English. This does not make coordination more common in Arabic listing, but because of the typical presence in Arabic of an explicit coordinator, it does make coordination more prominent in listing in Arabic than in English with the latter's greater use of Ø (asyndetic) coordination.
Chained coordination
This section in part summarises aspects of Dickins (2010b) , though some of the examples used here are not found in that article. The analysis of the data sources in terms of genre is also new to this article. 'Chaining' is the joining of elements in a simple repetitive manner, i.e. putting them in sequence one after the other. This involves a basic form of recursion, which is rather different from that achieved, for example, by multiple subordination (as in 'This is the cat that killed the rat that ate the malt that lay in the house that Jack built').
Simple chained coordination also contrasts with embedded coordination, i.e. where there is not only an overall chain of coordinated elements, but within elements of this chain there are also sub-elements coordinated with one another. An example of simple chained coordination is 'books, pens, ink, paper, rubbers, and rulers', representable as
4.
(books) (Ø pens) (Ø ink) (Ø paper) (Ø rubbers) (and rulers)
Here, the arrow in each case points from the more 'peripheral' element to the more 'nuclear'
(head) element, while Ø, as noted, indicates asyndetic coordination.
This can be contrasted with embedded coordination, as illustrated by 'books and pens, ink, paper, rubbers, and rulers', and representable as:
[(books) ({and} pens)] (Ø ink) (Ø paper) (Ø rubbers) ({and} rulers)
Here there is embedded coordination between 'books' and pens'; the two sub-elements together form a single element with regard to the overall chain. A more complex form of embedding of coordination, 'books and pens, ink and paper, rubbers and rulers', is representable as:
[(books) ({and} pens)] [Ø (ink) ({and} paper)] [Ø (rubbers) ({and} rulers)]
Here, the overall chain (list) consists of three elements: 1. 'books and pens', 2. 'ink and paper', and 3. 'rubbers and rulers'. Within each element, there is embedded coordination between two sub-elements (i.e. between 'books' and 'pens', between 'ink' and 'paper', and between 'rubbers' and 'rulers').
The following is an example of simple chained coordination in Arabic (Data-Source E9; cf. Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2016b; Practical 11.4, Note 16):
Literal TT
Those other than them live in forbiddenness, {wa-and} corruption, {wa-and} ignorance [of religion], {wa-and} disbelief {wa-and} atheism.
Simple chaining, often yielding long lists (Dickins 2010b) , is very common in Arabic, but much less usual in English. There are five common options (Dickins 2010b 
Fairly literal TT
And they are topics which have been widely discussed in a number of books, {wa-and} articles, {wa-and} lectures, {wa-and} seminars, {wa-and} conferences. Arabic ST chained coordination, and concomitant English TT list restructuring thus occur in a wide variety of texts: fiction and non-fiction, news reports, literary criticism and academic books, as well as neutral and strongly opinionated texts. The use of extended lists in Arabic accordingly seems to be fairly 'pan-generic'.
Idiomatic TT
'Rhetorical semantic' developments of coordination in Arabic
I turn now to facets of coordination in Arabic which are 'rhetorical' in nature, in that they are features of sophisticated writing: hyponym repetition and associative repetition.
Hyperonym-hyponym repetition
This section draws partly on material in Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (2016: 85-88) . The analysis of the data sources in terms of genre is new to this article. A hyperonym (or hypernym or superordinate) is "a linguistic expression whose denotative meaning includes, but is wider and less specific than, the range of denotative meaning of another expression, e.g. 'vehicle' is a hyperonym of 'car'" (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2016a: 293) , while a hyponym is "a linguistic expression whose denotative meaning is included in, but is narrower and more specific than, the range of denotative meaning of another expression; e.g.
'lorry' is a hyponym of 'vehicle'" (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2016a: 293) . 'Hyponym' and 'hyperonym' are the converse of one another.
Fairly commonly in Arabic a hyperonym is followed by its hyponym, yielding what appears to an English speaker to be a semantic anomaly. Consider the following:
9.2 Literal TT They don't talk to anyone, but they joke with the {sellers} and the {barrow-men}.
Here, al-b a 'the sellers', is a hyperonym of al-mutajawwil n 'barrow-men' (literally 'travelling [people]', but normally used to describe people who sell goods from a barrow or handcart); all barrow-men are sellers but not all sellers are barrow-men. In this context, the meaning of the first word has to be taken as excluding that of the second: b a 'sellers' is interpreted as meaning not sellers in general, but those sellers who are not mutajawwil n 'barrow-men'. Accordingly, b a here could be translated idiomatically as something like 'shopkeepers', giving: 9.3 Idiomatic TT They don't talk to anyone, but they joke with the {shopkeepers} and the {barrow-men}.
The following example is also to be understood along the same lines: Here al-maš kil 'the problems' is a hyperonym (or virtual hyperonym) of alazam t 'the crises'. All crises are problems, but not all problems are crises (or virtually so). Here the best translation solution might be to retain the more dramatic 'crises', and to abandon al-maš kil 'problems'. Here a -al t al-wus ('the middle prayer') is a hyponym of ('prayer' al t, appearing in the plural form alaw t 'prayers'). A literal translation 'prayers and the middle prayer' seems to suggest that the 'middle prayer' is not a 'prayer'. By introducing 'especially', Yusuf Ali's translation 'prayers, especially the Middle Prayer' avoids this. Hyperonym-hyponym repetition thus occurs in a wide variety of texts in Modern Standard Arabic: fiction and non-fiction, news reports, literary criticism and academic books, as well as neutral and strongly opinionated texts. It accordingly seems to be fairly 'pan-generic'. See Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (2016a: 86-88) for further examples of Arabic hyperonymhyponym repetition and English translation possibilities.
Associative repetition
This section draws on material in Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (2016: 88-90) , although the analysis of the data sources in terms of genre is new to this article.
A third form of semantic repetition sometimes found in Arabic but not normally in English, is 'associative repetition'. This involves two or more elements, one being basic and the other(s) being associated with that element. An example is 'ship' and 'crew of a ship'. The following, from Data-Source E8, contains four examples of associative repetition:
13.
13
Fairly literal TT
And/so {the stars wa-and their groups, wa-and their orbits, wa-and their distances}, and {the sun wa-and its movements}, and {the moon wa-and its phases and wa-its mansions}, and {the sky wa-and what it contained} […] were all matters in which the humble believer saw the proofs of the veracity and the evidence of the truth of the existence of the Creator […] 13.3 Idiomatic TT {The orbits and positions of the stars and constellations}, {the movements of the sun}, {the phases and mansions of the moons, {the variety of celestial objects}, […] were all matters in which the humble believer saw incontrovertible proof of the existence of the Creator […] In the first example in the ST majm tu-h ('their groups', i.e. the groups of stars), afl ku-ha ('their orbits', i.e. the orbits of the stars') and ab du-ha ('their distances', i.e. the distances/dimensions of the stars) stand in an associative relationship to the stars themselves, as features associated with the stars. Other parts of this extract can be analysed in the same way.
In all the cases in example 13, the coordination specifically involved in Arabic associative repetition is eliminated in the idiomatic English TT. Thus, ST fa-al-nuj m wa-majm tu-h wa-afl ku-h wa-ab du-h (fairly literal TT: 'The stars and their groups, orbits, and distances') is translated in the idiomatic TT as 'The orbits and positions of the stars and constellations'. Here, the ST has a list of four coordinated elements:
al-nuj m 'the stars', 2. majm tu-h 'their groups', 3. afl ku-h 'their orbits', and 4.
ab du-h 'their distances'. The idiomatic TT converts the first two to a coordinated of-phrase 'of the stars and constellations' and the second two to a coordinated head (nuclear) element which is modified by the of-phrase 'The orbits and positions', reducing the simple chained coordination of four ST elements in the ST to two separate cases of coordination between two elements only in the idiomatic TT. For further examples of associative repetition in Data-Source E8, see Dickins, Hervey and Higgins (2016a: 88-90) .
The material in this section is taken from Data-Source E8. Only one other of my Data-Sources contains associative repetition: F1, a newspaper article (cf. Dickins, Hervey and Higgins 2016b; Practical 2.3, Note 64). It is, however, not difficult to find further examples fitting the same general pattern. An internet search (Nov 11, 2016) for the phrase al-qur' n wa-mu jiz t-uh (literally 'the Qur'an and its miracles'), yielded a number of relevant examples, including { } (https://annajah.net/article/view?id=2240) {al-qur' n wa-mu jiz t-uh wa-'asr r-uh} bar ' n min ax '-na, translatable fairly literally as '{The Qur'an and its miracles and its secrets} are innocent of our mistakes' and more idiomatically in context as '{The secrets and miracles of the Qur'an} are not invalidated by our own misunderstandings'.
Nevertheless, given the small number of examples, it is impossible to make any reliable claims about the general use of associative repetition in Modern Standard Arabic. I suspect, however, that it is a Classicising feature, being more common in Classical than Modern Standard Arabic. Data-Source E8 deals with a topic in classical Arabic culture. Similarly in the only other Data-Source including associative repetition, F1, the topic under discussion, the lack of competence among contemporary educated Arabs in using Standard Arabic, is consonant with the writer himself using a 'good' Arabic, i.e. employing stylistic features going back to the classical period.
The phrases used to elicit further internet examples of associative repetition, al-qur' n wa-mu jiz t-uh ('the Qur'an and its miracles') and al-isl m wa-ta l m-uh ('Islam and its teachings'), are both religious, a language area frequently much more influenced by Classical Arabic norms than are some other genres (e.g. news reporting). The fact that examples of associative repetition were readily available for both these phrases is consistent with the view that associative repetition is a Classicising usage, but only, of course, weakly corroborates this view. For stronger corroboration or refutation, one would need a balanced corpus, of much larger size than in the current study.
Conclusion and possible extensions
In considering the pervasiveness of coordination in Modern Standard Arabic, this article has attempted to extend the domain of investigation beyond previous studies. By bringing together the findings of such studies, the article has attempted to site them within a wider conceptual framework, with the aim of gaining more integrated insights into why Arabic and English differ in the use of coordination. Thus, while previous studies concentrated on the fact, as a general writing feature, of the greater use of coordination in Arabic than English, particularly to link clauses or sentences, this article has argued that not only is coordination a general feature of Arabic writing, but that various linguistic, textual and 'rhetorical semantic' norms work individually -and sometimes in combination -to further entrench coordination as a feature of Modern Standard Arabic. Coordination is thus more 'hard-wired' in Modern Standard Arabic than a simple statistical analysis of its relative predominance would suggest. This perspective suggests a new approach to Arabic coordination. This would consider in greater detail (e.g. through larger and more coherent corpora) than in the current study the relationship between the general fact of the prominence of coordination in Arabic and the way this interacts with the linguistic, textual and 'rhetorical semantic' norms identified in this article and with other similar norms perhaps still awaiting identification and analysis. 
Appendix: Data-Sources
